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IO-SETS: Simple and efficient approaches for I/O
bandwidth management

Francieli Boito, Guillaume Pallez, Luan Teylo and Nicolas Vidal*

Abstract—One of the main performance issues faced by high-
performance computing platforms is the congestion caused by
concurrent I/O from applications. When this happens, the plat-
form’s overall performance and utilization are harmed. From the
extensive work in this field, I/O scheduling is the essential solution
to this problem. The main drawback of current techniques is
the amount of information needed about applications, which
compromises their applicability. In this paper, we propose a
novel method for I/O management, IO-SETS. We present its
potential through a scheduling heuristic called SET-10, which
is simple and requires only minimal information. Our extensive
experimental campaign shows the importance of IO-SETS and
the robustness of SET-10 under various workloads. In particular
in most of the simulated scenarios we improve the I/O slowdown
over fairshare by 50%, which corresponds in our scenarios to a
platform utilization gain of 2.5%. In the practical scenarios that
we did, the utilization gain varies between 10 and 30%. We also
provide insights on using our proposal in practice.

Index Terms—I/O Scheduling, Bandwidth Management, I/O
performance

I. INTRODUCTION

As high-performance applications increasingly rely on data,
the stress put on the I/O system has been one of the key
bottlenecks of supercomputers. Indeed, processing speed has
increased at a faster pace than parallel file system (PFS)
bandwidth. For example, the first supercomputer in the Top500
list [1] of November 1999 was ASCI Red, with peak perfor-
mance of 3.2 TFlops and 1 GB/s of PFS bandwidth [2]. Twenty
years later, in November 2019, Summit had 200.8 PFlops
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(over 62, 000× faster) and a PFS capable of 2.5 TB/s
(2, 500× faster) [3].

Many solutions have been proposed to face the I/O bottle-
neck. For example, we can trade-off storage for computation:
compression will reduce the volume of I/O sent to the PFS
at the cost of extra operations [4]. Data staging and in-situ
techniques also decrease the amount of data sent to the file
system, by using extra cores/nodes (which could instead be
used to speed-up computation) to process data while it is
generated [5]. Still, either because of limited local storage
capacity or because data is meant to be persistent, I/O to the
parallel file system cannot be completely avoided.

The I/O bottleneck becomes a bigger issue when multi-
ple applications access the I/O infrastructure simultaneously.
Congestion delays their execution, thus they hold compute
resources for longer, hurting the utilization of the platform.
Moreover, performance variability increases, since the appli-
cation’s execution time depends on the current state of the
machine. In this context, solutions were proposed to try to
manage the accesses to the shared I/O system. The main way
of doing so is I/O scheduling [6], [7], [8], [9]: it consists in
deciding algorithmically which application(s) get priority in
this access.

We focus on I/O scheduling strategies. Precisely, we
consider the scenario where applications compete for the
PFS’s bandwidth. Various approaches were proposed.

Clairvoyant approaches [10], [7], [11] consider the I/O
patterns of each application are known before-hand. In this
case, one can compute a schedule that optimizes the right
objective functions (often maximum system utilization or a
fairness objective between applications). This task can be
expensive because applications can have a large number of
I/O phases. Moreover, these techniques require information
that in practice is often not accurate or even accessible.

Non-clairvoyant schedulers do not know when applications
will perform I/O. These accesses are thus simply scheduled
given a priority order, the most common being first-come-
first-served, or semi round-robin (serve the application that
performed I/O the least recently) [12], [10].

In this context, our goal is to design an I/O scheduling
solution that uses some information about applications.
Nevertheless, we want to use as little as possible, and
our technique should be robust to inaccuracies in this
information. Furthermore, we want this solution to be
simple in implementation and not intensive in computation.
We believe this makes an important improvement over the state
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of the art because it can actually be used in practical scenarios,
where only limited information is available and more sophis-
ticated algorithms would impose too much overhead.

In all of the approaches discussed above, I/O operations
are performed exclusively (i.e. one application at a time), or
semi-exclusively when applications cannot use all the available
bandwidth by themselves (i.e. some applications run concur-
rently using as much bandwidth as they can). An alternative
is to use fair-sharing: the bandwidth is shared equally by all
applications in a best-effort fashion, hence when two perform
I/O concurrently, each one takes twice the time it would take
by itself.

We propose a novel approach called IO-SETS, built on
the intuition that both exclusive access and fair-sharing
have benefits. Section II details this intuition. With this re-
spect, we design a two-pronged I/O management approach for
high performance computing (HPC) systems: first, applications
are sorted into sets. Applications from the same set do I/O in
an exclusive fashion (one at a time). Nonetheless, applications
from different sets can do I/O accesses at the same time, and
in this case they share the available bandwidth. The main
contributions of this paper are the following:

• a novel method for I/O management in HPC;
• an instantiation of this method with simple heuristics that

require little information about applications;
• a thorough evaluation of this heuristic that shows its

impact and limitations even in extreme scenarios.
To assess the effectiveness of IO-SETS, we conducted eval-

uations using various simulated scenarios in SimGRID[13], a
well-known simulator for distributed systems. In Section VI,
we describe several experiments that test different aspects of
our solution. Additionally, to validate our simulation results,
we developed a prototype using IOR and performed practical
evaluations, as detailed in Section VI-A.

The next section presents the intuition behind our method
and further motivates it. In Section III, we detail the problem
and our platform and application models, so that we can
present our method and heuristics in Section IV. Then, in
Section V, we discuss the methodology used to evaluate them.
Results are presented in Section VI, followed by a discussion
on how this method can be used in practice in Section VII
and a discussion on its relevance in Section VIII. The paper
closes with related work in Section IX and final remarks in
Section X.

II. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES

In this Section we present the intuitions behind our proposal.
First, we discuss the advantages and drawbacks of techniques
that provide exclusive and fair access to the I/O infrastructure.
Then, we motivate a new bandwidth sharing approach.

A. Exclusive vs. fair access

In their work, Jeannot et al. [8, Figure 3] have discussed
performance of list-scheduling heuristics for exclusive I/O
access. They have compared their heuristics to the fair-share
algorithm over a wide range of scenarios for I/O. Interestingly,
their results indicate that sometimes fair-share behaves better
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Fig. 1: Two different pairs of jobs are shown side by side, and
two schedulers are shown one above the other. For each of
the four parts of the figure, the top half represents activity on
compute nodes, and the bottom half the I/O accesses to the
PFS (the height represents the portion of the bandwidth used).
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Fig. 2: The applications share the bandwidth, but J2 (the one
with small I/O phases) receives more or less of it than J1.

than exclusive heuristics, and sometimes it is the opposite.
They have not investigated this aspect further.

We illustrate this with a simple example. Consider two ap-
plications, (i) one that has relatively large I/O phases (we call it
large), which when running in isolation performs periodically:
computation during one unit of time and I/O during one unit
of time; and (ii) a small one, which in isolation periodically
does computation during one unit of time and I/O during 0.01
unit of time. We consider two scenarios in Figure 1: two
large applications competing for the I/O bandwidth, and a
large with a small. In the following, we assume accesses, once
started, cannot be interrupted, and that, at the beginning of the
first I/O phase, the large application’s request arrived before.
Furthermore, in this paper, we use “application”, “task”, and
“job” without distinction.

As one can see from this figure, fair-sharing can be inef-
ficient: for the TWO LARGE scenario it takes three units of
time to perform the work that exclusive does in roughly two
units of time (after initialization). However, the opposite can
also be true: in the LARGE+SMALL scenario, exclusive takes
roughly two units of time to perform the computation of the
small application when fair-sharing can do it in roughly one,
with almost no extra cost for the large application.

B. Bandwidth sharing

We argue that sharing the bandwidth does not have to be
done fairly. In Figure 2, we consider the two application
profiles from the previous section, small and large. If the small
I/O phase finishes before the large one, then giving it more of
the available bandwidth improves locally (i.e. for this phase)
the performance of small without delaying the large one.

Of course, improving the performance of the small appli-
cation may globally delay the large one, however the impact
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seems negligible. For instance, in Figure 2 (on the right), at
every two iterations of J1, J2 performs an additional I/O phase.
Hence J1’s I/O phase becomes 1% longer. Over its execution,
this is a slow-down of less than 0.25%. By comparison, when
J1 receives most of the bandwidth, every three iterations, one
small I/O phase takes 0.9 units of time instead of 0.01. In this
case, three iterations of J2 take 4.1 units of time instead of
3.2, i.e. a slow-down to the small application of roughly 28%.

In the study presented in this paper, we try to confirm
experimentally this intuition that encourages assigning more
bandwidth to applications with relatively small I/O phases.

III. I/O SCHEDULING IN HPC SYSTEMS

This section describes the platform and application models
we use in this study. We also introduce the notion of charac-
teristic time (witer) to represent applications.

A. Platform model

We assume a parallel platform with a separated I/O infras-
tructure that is shared by all nodes and that provides a total
bandwidth B. There are many ways to share the I/O bandwidth
between concurrent I/O accesses [10]. One of the novel ideas
that we develop here is to manage I/O bandwidth using a
priority-based approach, which was inspired by a network
protocol [14]. It consists in assigning priorities to I/O accesses.

The idea is that, when an application performs an I/O phase
by itself, it can use the full bandwidth of the system. However,
when there are k concurrent requests for I/O, with respective
priorities p1, p2, . . . , pk, then for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the ith request
is allocated a share xi of the total bandwidth such that:

xi =
pi∑k
j=1 pj

. (1)

By recomputing priorities at each time step, one could
model any bandwidth partitioning strategy. However, here we
impose that the priority (not the bandwidth share) for each
application must be computed independently from others.

B. Applications’ I/O behavior

HPC applications have been observed to alternate between
compute and I/O phases [10], [15]. This burstiness of I/O is
one of the motivations for I/O scheduling.

Definition 1 (Job model). There are N jobs. For j ≤ N ,
job Jj consists of nj non-overlapping iterations. For i ≤ nj ,
iteration i is composed of a computing phase of length t

(i)
cpu

followed by an I/O phase of length t
(i)
io . These lengths (in time

units) correspond to when the job is run in isolation on the
platform (i.e. when there is no interference from other jobs).

For simplicity, in the following and if there is no ambiguity,
we relax some of the indexes and use n for the number of
iterations, and tcpu and tio for the length of a compute or I/O
phase. We consider here that an I/O operation that would take
tio units of time in isolation takes tio/x units of time when
using only a share x of the I/O bandwidth. For instance, if the
bandwidth is equally split between two operations (x = 0.5),
they take twice the time they would by themselves.

The precise I/O profile of an application, i.e. all its I/O
accesses along with their volumes, start and finish time, can
be extremely hard to predict. Obtaining this would involve a
detailed I/O profiler that would impose a heavy overhead and
generate a large amount of data, and still the profile would
suffer from inaccuracy. I/O profilers used in practice focus on
average or cumulative data. For instance, Darshan [16] is able
to measure the total volume of I/O accessed by an application.
In this work, we focus on average parameters:

Definition 2 (Characteristic time, witer). The characteristic
time, witer, of an application with n iterations:

witer
def
=

∑
i≤n t

(i)
cpu + t

(i)
io

n
.

This characteristic time can be seen as the average time
between the beginning of two consecutive I/O phases. In the
example from Section II, the characteristic time witer is 2 units
of time for the large application and 1.01 for the small one.

We also define a job’s average portion of time spent on I/O:

Definition 3 (I/O ratio, αio). The I/O ratio of a job is:

αio =

∑
i≤n t

(i)
io∑

i≤n t
(i)
cpu + t

(i)
io

Using this, we can define the average I/O stress of the
platform with N applications at a given time:

ω =
∑
j≤N

α
(j)
io (2)

The intuition behind this value is that it corresponds roughly
to the expected average occupation of the I/O bandwidth. We
can make the following important remarks:

• These average values do not depend on the number of
used nodes or their performance. In practice, an applica-
tion that runs on one node of 1 GFlops for 20 minutes and
performs 20 iterations has the same witer value (1 minute)
than another that runs on 2000 nodes at 2 TFlops for 120
minutes and performs 120 iterations.

• The characteristic time and I/O ratio as defined above are
average values that we expect could be evaluated easily,
or approximated from previous runs of an application.
Due to being averages, they are more robust to variability
than individual phases (Ergodic Theorem).

IV. IO-SETS: A NOVEL I/O MANAGEMENT METHOD FOR
HPC SYSTEMS

Motivated by the examples in Section II, we propose the
IO-SETS method, which allows exclusive access for some
applications, and (not fair) bandwidth sharing for others.

A. High-level presentation of IO-SETS

Our proposition is a set-based approach, described below.
• when an application wants to do I/O, it is assigned to a

set Si ∈ {S0, S1, . . . }.
• Each set Si is allocated a bandwidth priority pi.
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• At any time, only one application per set is allowed to do
I/O (exclusive access within sets). We use the first-come-
first-served (FCFS) scheduling strategy within a set (i.e.
we pick the application that requested it the earliest).

• If applications from multiple sets request I/O, they are
allowed to proceed and their share of the bandwidth is
computed using the sets’ priorities and Equation (1).

Proposing a heuristic in the IO-SETS method consists
therefore of answering two important questions: (i) how do
we choose the set in which an application is allocated, and
(ii) how do we define the priority of a set.

B. Reference strategies

We can illustrate the instantiation of the IO-SETS method
by using it to represent the two discussed reference strategies.

EXCLUSIVE-FCFS: for this heuristic, all applications
have exclusive access and are scheduled in a FCFS fashion.
This is the case where there is a single set S1 with any priority
(for instance p1 = 1). All applications are assigned to S1.

FAIR-SHARE: bandwidth is shared equally among all
applications requesting I/O access. This can be modeled by
having one set per application (S0, . . . , Sk), all with the same
priority pi = 1. Application id is scheduled in set Sid.

C. SET-10 algorithm

In the motivational example from Figure 1, when two jobs
have the same characteristic time, it seems more efficient
to provide them with exclusive I/O access so that they can
synchronize their phases. In this case, one of them would pay
a delay equal to the length of the other’s I/O phase once, but
then for the remaining iterations, neither of them would be
delayed. However, as discussed in Section II, exclusive access
does not bring benefits when the applications’ characteristic
times are very different. Based on this observation, we propose
the SET-10 heuristic, which builds the sets depending on witer.

Set mapping: Given an application Aid, with a character-
istic time wid

iter, then the mapping allocation is π:

π : Aid 7→ S⌊log10 wid
iter⌉

(3)

where ⌊x⌉ defines the nearest integer value of x.
In other words, an application is assigned to a set that

corresponds to its witer magnitude order: there will be a set for
applications with witer so that log10 witer is between 0.5 and
1.5 (witer between 4 and 31 go into S1), another for log10 witer
between 1.5 and 2.5 (witer between 32 and 316 go into S2),
and so on.

Set priority: To define priorities for the sets, we start with
the following observation: if two applications start performing
I/O at the same time and share the bandwidth equally, the
one with the smallest I/O volume finishes first. Now if we
increase the bandwidth of the smallest, it will finish earlier,
but the largest one will not be delayed (see Figure 2).

Based on this, we want to provide higher bandwidth to
the sets with the smallest I/O accesses. Intuitively, if the
characteristic time witer are of different orders of magnitude,
we assume that so are the I/O accesses. An advantage of using

witer instead of the I/O volume is that it is easier to obtain, as
previously discussed. Hence we define the priority pi of set
Si (which corresponds to jobs such that i = ⌊log10 wid

iter⌉):

pi = 10−i (4)

That means the applications with the smallest witer receive
the highest priority, and therefore most of the bandwidth.
Priority decreases exponentially: S1 receives priority 1/10, S2

has 1/100, and so on.

Definition 4 (SET-10). We define SET-10 the strategy in the
IO-SETS method consisting of:

• The list of sets with their priorities
{. . . , (S−1, 10), (S0, 1), (S1, 0.1), (S2, 0.01), . . . }
(where the priorities are computed with Equation (4));

• The π function that maps jobs to sets using Equation (3).

D. Other Set-based heuristics

In order to show the importance of both the set mapping —
with the π heuristic — and the priority assigning parts of SET-
10, we add two heuristics to our evaluation. In the first one,
SET-FAIRSHARE, we use the π mapping strategy with fair
sharing of the bandwidth, i.e. for all i, pi = 1 (all sets have
the same priority). In the second one, SHARE+PRIORITY, we
use the priority heuristic from SET-10 (Equation 4), but each
application is in its own individual set (just like FAIR-SHARE),
so they can all perform I/O concurrently.

These two heuristics allow us to show that it is important
to have a combination of a good priority heuristic with a good
set mapping heuristic.

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The evaluation in this paper represents a first exploratory
work for the IO-SETS method. For that, we chose to use
simulation because we wanted to test many scenarios, each of
hundreds of different workloads trying to cover a maximum of
combinations of behaviors. Such experiments would consume
a lot of time and resources (at least 569 days). Moreover, test
platforms are limited in size, but deploying I/O schedulers
in a production system (just to test them) is complex and
usually not allowed. Besides the convenience, a simulator
brings extra advantages such as reproducibility and scalability.
Nevertheless, we also conducted some non-simulated experi-
ments in order to validate our simulation methodology. Later,
in Section VII, we discuss the practical applicability of our
method.

In Section V-A, we describe Simgrid, the tool used to simu-
late our environment. We then discuss the workload generation
(Section V-B), the way the IO-SETS method was implemented
in Simgrid (Section V-C), and finally the performance metrics
used to compare the scheduling strategies (Section V-D). All
code used for our evaluation is available and documented at
https://gitlab.inria.fr/hpc io/io-sets.

https://gitlab.inria.fr/hpc_io/io-sets
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A. Simulating I/O with Simgrid

We use Simgrid v3.30 [13], an open-source simulator of dis-
tributed environments that also simulates I/O operations [17].
Those are defined by a volume and the storage device where
they will be performed. Each device has a speed and is
associated with one host, it can be accessed either from the
host (locally) or from other machines through the network
(shared access). In both cases, the simulator adopts a coarse-
grain model that sees I/O operations as a unique flow under a
bandwidth (or bandwidths for the shared access).

Simgrid’s I/O model has the following assumptions: i) time
increases linearly with the amount of data; and ii) there is no
latency associated with the operation. This model has been
validated [17], and Simgrid is a well-established tool used in
several projects and publications [14].

B. Workload generation protocol

Here we describe the way jobs are created. The instantiation
of the introduced variables (µ, σ, b) is done on a per-
experiment basis and described in Section VI.

We are interested in a steady state evaluation of the system,
and hence consider that all applications execute for a time that
is long enough (a horizon h, in practice we set h = 20, 000s).
Each workload was executed considering two scenarios for the
target average I/O stress ω (Equation 2): a saturated system
(ω = 0.8) and a light I/O stress (ω = 0.2).

As discussed in Definition 1, a job is fully described by its
number of iterations n, and compute and I/O phases’ length.
In order to generate each job Jj , we proceed as detailed below.

1) We decide on a characteristic time witer for the job.
In practice, it is drawn from the normal distribution
N (µ, σ), truncated so that we consider only positive
values. µ and σ are selected on an experiment basis.

2) The number of iterations of the job is n = h
witer

.
3) To avoid having all applications synchronized at t = 0,

which would be detrimental to FAIR-SHARE, we draw
a release time Γ in U [0, witer]. Γ may be seen as an
amount of work left from a previous iteration.

4) αio is defined as follows: for each application, we draw
a value αj uniformly at random in U [0, 1], then we set
αio = ω∑

k≤N αk
· αj to guarantee an I/O load of ω.

αio allows us to define the average values tcpu and tio:

tcpu = (1− αio) · witer and tio = αio · witer

We introduce a noise parameter, within a range of bound b,
to represent machine variability (both for processing and I/O
performance). For all i ≤ n, we draw two variables: γ(i)

cpu and
γ
(i)
io from a uniform distribution: U [−b, b].

t(i)cpu = (1 + γ(i)
cpu) · tcpu and t

(i)
io = (1 + γ

(i)
io ) · tio

The parameter γ makes our experiments more realistic and
allows us to cover variations in application behavior.

Remark: In Simgrid, applications are not defined by their
time, but rather by the amount of work (in GFlop for compute
and GB for I/O) and performance (in GFlops and GB/s).
Therefore, in the implementation, we say that each resource
used by the applications is capable of 1 GFlops, and that the
amount of computation they must perform is tcpu · 1 GFlops.
Similarly, we set the I/O bandwidth of the platform to 1 GB/s,
and the amount of data they must access to tio · 1 GB/s.

For the same reason, we do not need to formally select the
number of cores used by each application because we would
get an equivalent behavior: increasing computing performance
would simply mean increasing the amount of work they must
do to keep the same tcpu. Since we focus on I/O, we can use
a single resource to represent any parallelism.

C. Implementing IO-SETS in Simgrid

A simulation in Simgrid has three main components: hosts,
which have CPUs, disks, and network connections; activities,
which define communication, processing, read and write oper-
ations; and actors, user-defined functions that determine when
the activities will be executed in the hosts. To evaluate the
scheduling strategies considered in this work, each job has two
additional parameters: their set identifier, and their priority.

We implemented our method as a Simgrid actor that man-
ages the execution of the jobs. It maintains a set of jobs
performing I/O, and a queue of jobs waiting for access. When
a new job requests access, the scheduler checks whether a job
from the same set is performing I/O. If there is one, then the
new job is put at the end of the waiting queue, otherwise it
is put in the performing set. When an I/O phase finishes, then
the scheduler checks the first job from the waiting queue that
belongs to the same set and moves it to the performing set.

Priority-based bandwidth sharing between concurrent I/O
jobs is already implemented as a network function in Sim-
grid [14], and satisfies Equation (1). We have used this to
simulate the I/O bandwidth sharing behavior.

D. Measuring performance

When evaluating an I/O system, we need to consider
the global performance of the HPC machine. From several
possible metrics [10], [15], two usual ones are: i) system
utilization: how much does the system compute per time unit,
or equivalently, what is the proportion of time loss due to I/O
congestion, either because the I/O is slowed down, or because
an application is kept idle (Figure 1); and ii) application
stretch: how long does it take for a user to get a result.

Our methodology aims to measure the performance of
strategies during a steady state. Such observations can then
be extrapolated and interpreted as representing the behavior
of an open system. In this context, we limit our measurement
to a time range encompassing only the steady state. The
usual approach is to remove the beginning of the simulation
(initialization time), and the end of the simulation (where some
applications have left the system), see Figure 3.

That is important because the early stages are not represen-
tative in requests. Reciprocally, in the final stages, some appli-
cations have finished. At that point, resources are underused,
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Fig. 3: Example of execution with release times for the ap-
plications (FAIR-SHARE algorithm). The green lines represent
the time frame considered to compute the metrics. CPU phases
are depicted in blue, and I/O phases in orange.

and further measurements represent the workload exhaustion
instead of meaningful performance metrics.

To do so, we follow the usual approach of calculating our
metrics within a time frame [Tbegin, Tend] with Tbegin > 0 and
Tend < h. Specifically, with a horizon h = 20, 000s, we select:
Tbegin = 6, 000s and Tend = 14, 000s. Additionally, for each
task Jj , we define the effective completed work ej = ecpuj +
eioj as the sum of the lengths of all compute and I/O phases
executed by this task within the interval, and the effective
iterations eiterj as the number of iterations performed by a
task inside the time frame.

Utilization: System administrators aim to maximize
the amount of work executed on their platform. From their
point of view, the most meaningful metric is utilization. We
define the (cpu) utilization as the time spent doing useful
computation divided by the total time normalized by the
number of applications.

Utilization =

∑
j

ecpuj

N.(Tend − Tbegin)

It is a system-wide metric that represents platform usage.
It has an upper bound given by 1− ω/N , which would mean
that jobs are always using efficiently the compute resources.
In other words, the upper bound for utilization comes from the
situation where applications never wait for I/O and always use
the full bandwidth when doing I/O. In that case, the compute
resources will be used all the time except when doing I/O:
ω/N gives the average time spent by applications on I/O
according to Equation 2.

IO-slowdown and Max Stretch: From the users’
point of view, the most important factor is the speed of their
applications. Thus, we define two metrics considering I/O
performance and execution time. First, IO-slowdown is the
geometric mean, over all applications, of the ratio between
the time each application spent either waiting for or doing I/O
and the time it would take if doing I/O in isolation (using all
available bandwidth). We also define the Max Stretch as
the maximum, over all applications, of the ratio between the
elapsed time (time frame size) and the effective work.

IO-slowdown =
∏
j

(
Tend − Tbegin − ecpuj

Tio.eiterj

) 1
N

Max Stretch = max
j

Tend − Tbegin

ej

These are application-centered metrics. The Max
Stretch represents the maximum slow-down of an
application, and the IO-slowdown represents how close
from the minimum the actual I/O time is. In both cases, the
lower, the better, with 1 meaning that all applications run at
the same speed as they would in isolation.

A comprehensive summary of all the variables presented
in this section can be found in the Web Supplementary
Material [18, Section A].

VI. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the IO-SETS method. We start
by comparing results obtained with simulation and on a real
system (Section VI-A), with the goal of validating our simu-
lation strategy. Then, in Section VI-B, we present results from
simulated scenarios that are all challenging and progressively
unfavorable to IO-SETS, with the goal of studying its limits
and robustness.

A. Validating the simulation approach

To validate our simulation strategy, we compare it to an
experiment conducted on a real system. For this proof-of-
concept implementation, we wrote a centralized scheduler to
implement SET-10 and modified the IOR benchmark [19] to
communicate with it before and after each I/O phase.

In this scenario, a total of N = 16 concurrent IOR instances
are created, distributed on two sets: nH high-frequency appli-
cations of witer = 64s and N − nH low-frequency ones of
witer = 640s. All of them have αio = 1/16. The witer and
αio values were chosen according to the total I/O load ω and
so that the shortest I/O phases would still write a total of
32 GB, which was experimentally observed to be the enough
to reach peak performance in the used platform [20]. The
access pattern was also chosen to allow for reaching peak
performance: contiguous 1 MB write requests are issued to
per-process files. Applications from each set are homogeneous
(which favors SET-10 over FAIR-SHARE, contrarily to the rest
of the paper which tries to challenge it).

Experiments were executed five times, with a horizon
H = 6400s and calculating metrics between 1300s and 6300s.
All release times were set to 0 (in practice we observed a
difference of 1 second in average between the first and last
application to start in each test), and the noise parameter is
also set to b = 0 since the machine-induced variability is
already directly measured.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of practical (box and whisker) and simu-
lated (dashed lines) executions with SET-10. The blue line and
points shows baseline executions without SET-10. Simulated
results are deterministic. Max Stretch is shown on the left
(lower is better) and Utilization on the right (higher is
better). The y-axes do not start at 0.

The experiments were conducted on the Bora cluster from
the PlaFRIM experimental platform. Each of its nodes has
two 18-core Intel Xeon processes, 192 GB of RAM and run
CentOS7.6.1810 (kernel v3.10.0-957.el7.x86 64). The PFS is
BeeGFS v.7.2.3 deployed over two servers, each with four
storage targets and one MDT. The servers and compute nodes
are connected through a 100 Gbps Omnipath network.

We used eight nodes to run applications and a separate
node for the scheduler. Data sizes, numbers of nodes and
processes and their placement, and stripe count (all eight
targets) were selected so each application would reach peak
performance by itself, as recommended by Boito et al. [20] in
their study conducted in the same platform. More specifically,
each application uses all the eight nodes, with processes
equally distributed across nodes.

Moreover, the priority-based bandwidth sharing was imple-
mented by using ten times more processes for each application
from one set than to each from the other set (160 vs. 16). These
numbers were chosen according to the experiment presented
in Figure 11, which shows both numbers of processes allow
for roughly the same performance when an application is not
sharing the access to the PFS. Furthermore, in the experiment
discussed in Section VII (results in Figure 12), we confirm that
using different numbers of processes we can assign different
portions of the bandwidth for them.

As a baseline, we also evaluated a scenario without our
scheduler, which we call the “system scheduler” (which would
be close to FAIR-SHARE with additional optimization). For
this all applications used the same number of processes (16).

The results presented in Figure 4 show the excellent pre-
cision of the simulator. 80% of the experimental results are
within 3.5% (resp. 1.5%) of the simulated Utilization
(resp. Max Stretch). There are two outlying scenarios:

• For nH = 4, one repetition had results severely different
from the others. We believe this was due to interference
from other jobs on the shared platform.

• When nH = 15, most practical results are slightly better
than the simulation. In this case most I/O phases are
small, hence we attribute this to to system optimizations
such as caching. Note that this is not observable at

nH = 16 because the Max Stretch is equal to 1,
leaving no room for optimizations.

Simply running the experiments used in this section neces-
sitates over 62h of machine time (times 2 if we consider the
baseline evaluation), while our simulation takes less than 5s on
a laptop. The complete set of evaluations in this paper would
need tremendous compute time. Overall, we believe this first
result demonstrated the validity of using a simulator for the
rest of the evaluation, and the difference of cost justifies it.

Finally, a comment on the performance: this scenario is
favorable to SET-10 because all applications start at the same
time, which hurts FAIR-SHARE-based strategies such as our
baseline. This is close to the motivation in Figure 1. In the
rest of this section, we use the random release time in order
to create scenarios that are less favorable to SET-10.

B. Performance analysis of IO-SETS

After validating our simulation methodology in the pre-
vious section, we now use it to evaluate our proposal. In
Section VI-B1, we consider a scenario where applications are
constructed efficiently for the set mapping function of SET-
10. Then, in Section VI-B2, the distributions of characteristic
times are not optimized for SET-10. We represent in Figure 5
different examples of witer distributions that were used. Here
we focus on results with ω = 0.8, because they are the most
interesting: when the I/O load in the system is very low, the
impact of I/O scheduling techniques is decreased. Results with
ω = 0.2 are presented in the Web Supplementary Material [18,
Section C].

1) Sets correspond to the mapping algorithm: In this sec-
tion, we aim to show that IO-SETS is indeed a relevant method
when compared to the reference strategies EXCLUSIVE-FCFS
and FAIR-SHARE. In order to focus on the importance of the
use of sets in the IO-SETS method, we design a collection
of applications that clearly belong to different groups of SET-
10. By doing that, we temporarily put aside the question of
designing an efficient heuristic for IO-SETS.

In Section III, we intuited that jobs should be grouped
based on their characteristic time (witer). Therefore, using the
protocol presented in Section V-B, we define three different
job profiles (i.e. values for µ and σ):

• nH jobs with characteristic time witer ∼ N (10, 1), also
called high-frequency jobs in the following (the mean
duration of an iteration is 10s);

• nM medium-frequency jobs with witer ∼ N (100, 10);
• nL low-frequency jobs with witer ∼ N (1000, 100);
Here we set N = nH +nM +nL = 60. Results for N = 15

are presented in the Web Supplementary Material [18, Section
C].

We study the impact of the algorithms when nM = 20,
nH ∈ {0, . . . , 40}, and nL = 40 − nH . This configuration
results in a bimodal workload, with only two sets, when nH

is either 0 or 40. For all other values of nH , we have three
sets. An example for the distribution of witer when nH = 5
is given in Figure 5a. In this Section, we consider b = 0.1.
Results are in Figure 6.
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Fig. 5: Workloads from some of our experiments. Each dot represents a job: characteristic time (witer) and I/O ratio (αio).
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the policies over the studied objectives.
The depicted metrics are Utilization (the higher, the
better), Max Stretch (the lower, the better), and the relative
IO-slowdown, which shows the relative loss of FAIR-
SHARE and EXCLUSIVE-FCFS to SET-10 (higher is better).

The first observation is that Utilization and Max
Stretch of both SET-10 and FAIR-SHARE are close to their
optimal values (when there is no I/O congestion). This is
not surprising given the low volume of I/O per application:
applications spend on average 1.33% of their time on I/O. In
practice, SET-10 is still able to get closer to the bounds, with
a gain for both objectives of 2.5% over FAIR-SHARE. When
looking closer at the I/O performance (IO-slowdown), this
corresponds to a steady gain of 50% over FAIR-SHARE!
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Fig. 7: Studying the respective impact of the set mapping and
priority assignment parts of SET-10 (lower is better).

EXCLUSIVE-FCFS has poor results compared to the others,
confirming the intuition: when applications have different
profiles, exclusivity of I/O accesses should not be considered.

When there are diverse job profiles, EXCLUSIVE-FCFS is
not a good strategy for scheduling I/O. While it is important
to share the bandwidth, keeping some exclusivity has a
positive impact on performance, showing the importance
of the IO-SETS method.

The improvement brought by SET-10 is caused by both the
set mapping and the priority assigning heuristics. To study the
contribution of each of these parts, in Figure 7 we compare
SET-10 to the two other policies discussed in Section IV-D:
SET-FAIRSHARE that uses the π set mapping heuristic but
gives the same priority for all jobs, and SHARE+PRIORITY
where all jobs can perform I/O at the same time but with
portions of the bandwidth according to SET-10’s heuristic.
We can see both parts of SET-10 are complementary for
the Max Stretch: the exclusive access inside groups is
essential when there are more low-frequency applications (nH

is low), while giving more of the bandwidth to high-frequency
applications is important when there are more of those. From a
Utilization perspective, the difference between heuristics
that use bandwidth priority (SET-10 and SHARE+PRIORITY)
are less important.

In a second step, we study the robustness of SET-10 to
variability in the phases’ duration. This variability can come
from the machine (variability in compute and I/O performance)
or from the application behavior.
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percentage of noise introduced in phases’ length.

Figure 8 presents results obtained by varying the “noise
parameter” b (discussed in Section V-B) for the case where
nH = nM = nL = 20. The main observation is that
variability in the iteration length has no impact on any of
the heuristics. While this could be expected from FAIR-
SHARE and EXCLUSIVE-FCFS, it confirms that an average
witer is enough for the design of our heuristics and that exact
information about the length of each phase is not needed.

This robustness shows that the IO-SETS method can be
used in more realistic settings. In addition, for the remain-
der of the evaluation, we can safely focus on periodic
applications without loss of generality.

2) (Hardest scenarios) Sets do not match the mapping
algorithm, evaluation of the robustness of SET-10: In the
previous section, we have considered jobs generated in a way
that translates well to the set mapping strategy π defined in
Equation (3). In this part, we are interested in evaluating the
efficiency and limitations of this mapping strategy. In order to
do so, we present two evaluations: (i) in the first scenario we
increase the standard deviation parameter until the generated
jobs’ characteristic times are totally spread (Figure 5b); (ii) in
the second scenario, we generate jobs that we believe would
fit well with another mapping strategy (not SET-10’s).

Influence of the variability of witer: For various values of
η = µ/σ, we generate workloads with:

• Twenty jobs with characteristic time witer ∼ N (10, η10)
• Twenty jobs with witer ∼ N (100, η100)
• Twenty jobs with witer ∼ N (1000, η1000)

Results are presented in Figure 9. An example of how the
distribution of witer looks for η = 0.8 is in Figure 5b.

The job variability does not impact FAIR-SHARE because
that strategy does not rely on jobs’ characteristics to make
decisions, differently from SET-10 that maps jobs to sets based
on their similarities. Still, Figure 9 shows that SET-10 keeps
a stable performance regardless of the σ. Its relative stretch
compared to FAIR-SHARE remains 0.98 either when the sets
are well-defined (σ/µ = 0.05) or when characteristic times
are more distributed over the space of possibilities (σ/µ = 1).
Looking at how SET-10 mapped the applications, we see
that the variability is handled by moving the applications
into different sets of similar orders of magnitude. In the
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Fig. 9: Evaluation of SET-10 for the cases where sets are not
well-defined. The graph shows the utilization (the higher, the
better) according to the increment of the standard deviation
used for the workloads.

more extreme cases, more sets are created. For instance, with
σ/µ = 1, SET-10 mapped applications into five distinct sets.

SET-10 not only has excellent performance for jobs with
specific characteristic times, but its mapping function can
tackle even more heterogeneous workloads.

Comparison to other mapping strategies: The SET-10
strategy relies on the mapping allocation π (see Equation (3)).
In previous tests, the workloads are adapted by design to
this mapping function. Properly defining the optimal function
represents a research topic of its own and is left as future
work. For now, we want to explore whether π stays relevant
when the workload distribution is not adapted to it.

In this evaluation, we add to the balanced workload defined
earlier (3 groups with witer following respectively N (10, 1),
N (100, 10), and N (1000, 100)), a fourth profile of witer ∼
N (µ, 0.1µ), with µ ∈ [5; 5000]. Each of these groups has 15
applications, so we still have a total of 60 per workload. An
example of the job distribution is represented in Figure 5c.

As a baseline to our set mapping strategy, we also compare
results to a fictitious strategy, here called CLAIRVOYANT. It
creates sets based on the way we generated them instead
of determining them using witer, for example all applications
based on N (10, 1) are put in the same set. The CLAIRVOYANT
policy is therefore a fictitious oracle, because in practice sets
can only be estimated based on observations from the jobs.

Figure 10 shows the percentage increment in
Utilization over CLAIRVOYANT. FAIR-SHARE and
EXCLUSIVE-FCFS do not use a mapping allocation therefore
their variations are solely due to workload specifications.
SET-10 and CLAIRVOYANT behave consistently in all cases
showing that π represents a robust heuristic for set mapping,
taking into account the challenge of separating applications
with short characteristic time and grouping applications with
long ones. It avoids the pitfalls of penalizing high-frequency
applications while ensuring that some accesses are still
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the strategies with the addition of
a fourth application profile (x-axis). Results are normalized
by the CLAIRVOYANT ones. A value above zero means the
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exclusive.

This set of experiments seems to confirm the fact that the
mapping function used by SET-10 is a good choice: even
against an adversary which knows the application sets, its
performance is extremely robust.

VII. ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY OF IO-SETS

After using simulation for evaluating our IO-SETS method,
here we discuss how it can be implemented in practice.

A. Enforcing I/O scheduling
The method requires a centralized scheduling agent to

allow or delay each application, and it must be contacted by
applications before each I/O phase. We believe it would be
best to make it transparent to applications, i.e. they do not
have to handle these interactions explicitly.

To achieve that, a local agent (which could be part of the
file system’s client) on each compute node could intercept
all I/O operations made by the application. Additional logic is
required to detect beginning and ending of an I/O phase (which
can correspond to multiple write or read requests). Working at
the level of phases and not individual requests adds complexity
but has the advantage of decreasing overhead. Such a detection
could be based on time: requests from the same phase have a
certain inter-arrival time (which will be very short), and longer
periods of inactivity precede and follow a phase. FTIO [21]
is also an option for the detection of I/O phases, as discussed
in Section VII-B.

It is important to notice that this last step should be central-
ized at the application level by having an application agent
per job. Indeed, it makes more sense to grant authorization
for the whole application, and this would also scale better
as the number of jobs in a supercomputer is expected to be
considerably smaller than the number of compute nodes.

Another possible implementation for the IO-SETS method
could involve the I/O nodes [22]. They could coordinate with a
centralized agent to allow/delay applications in the same way
as described above. This alternative has the advantage of not
including any code to be executed in the compute nodes.

B. Estimation of the characteristic time

The application agent (or the centralized one) could keep
track of the time between the start of consecutive I/O phases
and update an estimation of witer for each job. That estimation
will, of course, not be available for the first phase. In this
case, the scheduler could for instance be conservative and
temporarily map the application to a low-priority set.

In a recent work, Tarraf et al. [21] proposed FTIO, an ap-
proach that includes the use of the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) to detect the periodicity of I/O phases. The “period”
provided by the tool corresponds to our witer, as the results
showed it approximates really well the average time between
I/O phases even for non-periodic applications. FTIO can be
used either for post-mortem profiling or during the execution,
to detect the current behavior. In both scenarios, it can provide
this information needed for IO-SETS.

An idea for future work is to update witer in a way — for
instance, using exponentially weighted moving average — that
allows it to adapt to changes in the behavior of the application.
With IO-SETS, there is no reason why an application could
not change sets and priority during its execution.

C. Weighted bandwidth sharing

In addition to access control, IO-SETS involves the use of
priorities to share the bandwidth. Here we discuss two ideas
on how to implement that.

1) Number of processes/threads: When increasing the num-
ber of processes used to access a PFS, performance usually
increases until a peak, remains stable, and then starts to
degrade. This behavior can be observed in Figure 11. In this
context, we could define each set’s priority as the number of
processes it is allowed to use for I/O (the higher the priority,
the more processes it uses). They must be chosen so that
the number given to the lowest priority and the sum of all
numbers (i.e. the total number used when there is exactly one
application from each set doing I/O) are able to reach the
system’s peak performance (they are both in that plateau in
Figure 11). That ensures each application gets a portion of the
bandwidth that is proportional to its priority when sharing, and
all of the bandwidth when running alone.

In the platform from Figure 11, the lowest priority should
receive at least 32 processes, and in total no more than 256
should be used. An adapted heuristic in the IO-SETS method
could — assuming three sets but this can easily be extended to
another number — assign 32 to the lowest-priority set, 64 to
the middle one, and 128 to the highest-frequency, for example.

In our proof-of-concept experiment, shown in Figure 12,
concurrent jobs from different sets do I/O at the same time
using priority-based numbers of processes. We can see that,
for instance, the highest-priority application (HP) always gets
roughly twice as much bandwidth as the medium-priority one
(MP), and four times as much as the lowest-priority job (LP).

A challenge in this idea would be to adapt the number
of processes/threads used by each application for I/O (and
changing it if its behavior evolves). That could be done
by extending an I/O library or the PFS client that would
redistribute data to the right number of processes, similarly
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Fig. 11: Average write bandwidth (from five runs) measured
with IOR for different numbers of processes. In each run, eight
nodes are used to write a total of 32 GB to a BeeGFS file
system, using 1 MB requests and the file-per-process strategy.

to how two-way collective operations work [23]; or simply by
using more or less threads for I/O. Further work is required
to study the overhead that would be imposed by this strategy.

2) Weighted bandwidth sharing: Another hint comes from
the fact the notion of sharing a resource according to priorities
or weights exists — often using the Weighted Fair Queuing
(WFQ) algorithm — in contexts such as networks, where
publications discuss bandwidth sharing [24], fairness [25], and
flow-level models [26]. It has also been used in disks [27],
[28]. It is important to notice our proposal assigns priori-
ties/weights and WFQ is a way of enforcing them, i.e. WFQ
is not an alternative to IO-SETS.

Qian et al. [29] propose a token bucket filter scheduler
for Lustre that limits the number of pending RPC calls a
job may have. That is done to respect pre-defined QoS rules
including assigning portions of the bandwidth to jobs. The
challenge of using that for IO-SETS is that we want each job
to have access to the full bandwidth when doing I/O by itself.
ASCAR [30] uses fully-decentralized TCP-like congestion
control in the compute nodes to try to detect and reduce
congestion. Actions taken in this regard depend on “traffic
rules”, which the authors argue are too difficult to create
and thus they are automatically obtained by an unsupervised
optimizer that searches for and stores the best rules for each
given workload. Their congestion control works by dynami-
cally limiting the number of pending I/O requests, which has
the consequence of limiting the used bandwidth. Xu et al. [31]
propose vPFS, a mechanism that works on the PFS servers to
intercept requests from applications and apply a distributed
weighted fair queuing request scheduler, with the goal of
enforcing bandwidth sharing rules. Patel et al. [32] propose
GIFT, a coupon-based bandwidth allocation approach that
aims to maximize the I/O bandwidth utilization while ensuring
fairness among concurrent applications on parallel storage
systems. The authors demonstrated that the I/O bandwidth
could be partitioned between applications by throttling (when
necessary) the access of applications at the storage targets
level. That approach comes from the observation that in the
I/O path (i.e., compute nodes, network, routers and storage
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Fig. 12: Bandwidth sharing based on priorities. Each bar rep-
resents an experiment where multiple benchmarks (generated
with IOR) perform I/O using 32, 64, or 128 processes. The
write bandwidth values (average of five runs) are stacked, so
the total height is the aggregate bandwidth. IOR parameters
are the same as in Figure 11, but the amount of data per
application is adapted so they have the same duration.

servers) of an HPC platform, the storage targets are usually
the components with the lowest bandwidth.

These proposals have similarities to the proportional band-
width sharing part of ours, and in fact could be adapted and
used to implement it.

The priority-based bandwidth sharing that we propose can
be implemented in different ways, including WFQ server-
side request scheduling and by adapting the number of
processes applications use for I/O. We showed the latter
works through an experiment. Further investigating (and
implementing) these strategies in different contexts should
be the subject of future work, motivated by our findings of
the relevance and impact of the IO-SETS method.

VIII. ON THE RELEVANCE OF IO-SETS

In Section VI, we showed that our method has results
equivalent or better than FAIR-SHARE, including in situations
that are not favorable, notably sets that are not well separated.
In this context, the relevance of IO-SETS and of the SET-10
heuristic depends on the possibility of observing in practice
scenarios where concurrent applications belong to different
sets. To confirm this happens, we studied one year of job
I/O traces generated in our PlaFRIM platform. The Web
Supplementary Material [18, Section B] gives more details
about this study. The FTIO [21] tool was used to obtain the
witer for each job, and we focused on jobs that achieve at least
100 MB/s and that have more than one I/O phase, a total of
4088 jobs.

When applying the mapping function presented in Equation
3, we have the following percentages of jobs in each set:

• Set S0: 321 jobs (7.85%)
• Set S1: 1866 jobs (45.65%)
• Set S2: 1369 jobs (33.49%)
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• Set S3: 435 jobs (10.64%)
• Set S4: 88 jobs (2.15%)
• Set S5: 9 jobs (0.22%)
Hence, based on the traces from our platform, it can be

observed that our assumption that applications performing I/O
can be classified into distinct sets is correct. Moreover, the
data reveals that the majority of the I/O-bound applications
fall into either sets 1, 2, or 3, which strengthens the validity
of the simulated scenarios presented in Section VI, where we
specifically focused on these three sets.

We further separated time into 5-hour windows and found
652 such windows where our 4088 interesting jobs executed.
We observed that the jobs inside a window belonged to at
least two distinct sets in 46.85% of the cases. Moreover, three
sets were found in 27.45% of the executions, while executions
with only one set represented 15.64% of the cases. Executions
with 4 or more sets were found in 9.17% of the execution
cases. Therefore, our assumption that concurrently running
applications usually belong to different sets is supported by
our data.

IX. RELATED WORK

In HPC machines, the computing nodes are arbitrated
between jobs, but they can usually access the shared I/O
infrastructure without any control. When they compete for this
resource, congestion lowers their I/O performance [33], [34].
This problem is worsened by the fact applications typically
perform I/O in bursts [35], [36], [10]. This creates periods of
time of high I/O stress in the system and increases the impact
of I/O performance on application performance (because these
I/O phases are often synchronous). Solutions such as burst-
buffers [37] allow to smooth out the I/O requests over time,
reducing the chance of an I/O peak. However, there still
remains an I/O scheduling problem [38] of selecting when
data must be moved to/from the burst-buffers. Furthermore,
these devices have a high cost and finite capacity.

A. I/O Scheduling

Gainaru et al. [10], like us, studied centralized online
scheduling of accesses to the shared PFS. They proposed
heuristics for selecting what jobs can perform I/O while aiming
to optimize different metrics. These greedy heuristics must
keep track of the current values of these metrics and the impact
of different choices on them (which involves information about
applications’ phases).

Zhou et al. [11] enhanced the batch scheduler to monitor
and control jobs’ I/O during their execution. At every I/O
request generated in the system, their scheduler measures
current jobs’ requested bandwidth and checks for contention.
If it is detected, jobs are selected to be suspended according to
heuristics they proposed and similarly to the work by Gainaru
et al. In both of these proposals, the scheduler respects the
maximum bandwidth capacity of the system when allowing
I/O accesses, i.e. they happen with “semi-exclusive” access to
the PFS. As we have shown, bandwidth sharing has advantages
and often provides better results than exclusive access.

In a more recent contribution, Gainaru et al. [7] proposed a
strategy where a schedule is computed once during the batch
scheduling phase, giving each job that is being launched the
exact times when it can perform I/O. For that, the scheduler
requires a complete profile of the applications’ phases. In
practice, such a detailed profile is i) expensive and difficult
to obtain, and ii) not always present or accurate because
application behavior may change with input data and the
scheduler may not be able to identify the application. Our
proposal, on the other hand, uses only the witer metric which
can be calculated during the execution with minimal overhead.
Furthermore, it can adapt to changes in I/O behavior, which
makes IO-SETS a more robust approach.

Dorier et al. [6] analyzed the benefits of either delaying or
interrupting an application when it is interfering with another
one. The authors conceptualized a software layer, CALCioM,
that allows for inter-application communication and gathers
information from all levels of the I/O stack. Such a layer
could be used to implement our IO-SETS method. From
their analysis, they pointed that the bigger the difference
in size between applications, the less effective the exclusive
approach is. However, it was found to be the best option when
applications have similar I/O requirements.

That observation, that both exclusive and shared access have
advantages, is the main motivation behind our work. This has
also been documented by Jeannot et al. [8]. Their proposition
of an I/O scheduling solution to a flow-shop problem variant
is preferable to sharing under certain workload conditions.
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to
propose classifying applications into sets and using that
for managing the bandwidth.

1) I/O-aware batch scheduling: Others have improved the
batch scheduler to consider I/O as one of the resources that
should be arbitrated. Grandl et al. [39] and Tan et al. [40]
enrich theoretical scheduling problems with additional dimen-
sions such as I/O requirements. Bleuse et al. [41] attempt
to schedule applications requesting both compute and I/O
nodes. In their model, Herbein et al. [15] consider that jobs
perform I/O proportionally to the number of nodes they need.
They show that considering I/O helps reducing performance
variability. The scheduler AIS [9] identifies, from server logs,
the I/O characteristics of applications and issues recommen-
dations for the batch scheduler (which consist of running or
delaying jobs) depending on the current state of the system.
Our approach is complementary to those, because we focus
on the situation where there already is a set of applications
running and requesting I/O.

B. I/O Behavior of Applications

As discussed in Section I, scheduling techniques often
require some information about applications. Previous stud-
ies [35], [36], [10] reveal that HPC applications often perform
computation and data transfer alternately. Moreover these stud-
ies show that this behavior can be predicted beforehand. The
literature regarding the prediction of I/O patterns is abundant.
Notable examples include: the use of I/O traces to build a
Markov model representing spatial patterns [42]; a grammar-
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based model [36] to predict future operations; large scale log
analysis [43] or machine learning approaches [44].

In practice, basic information could be obtained at run
time from monitoring tools such as TAU [45], Paraver [46],
SCALASCA [47], and Paradyn [48]; or from previous execu-
tions using I/O profiling tools such as Darshan [35], [16].

In this context, we chose to build our method using infor-
mation that is easy to obtain and robust to inaccuracies.

X. CONCLUSION

In this work we have introduced a novel method for I/O
management in HPC systems: IO-SETS, intended to be simple
and light in overhead. This method consists of a smooth
combination of exclusive and non-exclusive bandwidth shar-
ing. We have proposed the SET-10 algorithm, based on this
method, where jobs are categorized depending on the order of
magnitude of their mean time between consecutive I/O phases
(which we call their “characteristic time” or witer).

Through an extensive evaluation, we have first shown the
importance of IO-SETS, and then the excellent performance
of the SET-10 algorithm on various challenging scenarios.
Notably, SET-10 was shown to be quite robust to inaccurate
information, due to being based on an average estimation
instead of precise application information. Finally, we have
provided insights on how our method can be implemented.

We believe that our results open a wide range of avenues for
I/O management. Notably, they have been evaluated through
simulations. This is an important first step, which merits
further confirmation. The next step is to develop software
to implement this method. We have provided some elements
for its design. Furthermore, in a real setting one can expect
some hypothesis not to hold anymore (such as the linear
scaling of I/O). In addition, from a practical point of view,
the implementation of IO-SETS will have to adapt to real
applications that have more complex I/O behaviors that change
over time. For this, the robustness in the results is auspicious.

From a theoretical standpoint, optimal set mapping and
bandwidth partitioning algorithms can be investigated. An
important direction that we will consider is that jobs can
change sets at each I/O phase. For research on I/O monitoring
tools, our results indicate that an average behavior may be
enough information to obtain, and also cheaper. Finally, we
believe our method could be successful in other parts of the
I/O stack, for instance for shared burst buffers.
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